San Antonio, Texas
by Kimber McGray

Jillibean Soup Products
Pasta Fagioli Papers (Blended Beans, Italian Seasoning)
Pasta Fagioli Sprouts
Corrugated Alphas (Red)
Kraft Shipping Tags (Stock Tag)
Printed Canvas Stars (Red Script)

Supplies Needed
Scissors
Adhesive
Black Pen
Corner Rounder
White Cardstock
Ruler

Step One
Use one sheet of white cardstock for the background of this single page layout.

Step Two
Cut one sheet of Italian Seasonings to 11” x 12”. Adhere to the white cardstock centering it with ½” border on the left and right sides.

Step Three
Cut one sheet of Blended Beans 10 ½” x 11”. Round the lower corners with a corner rounder and adhere to background 1/8” from the top and centered from left to right.

Step Four
Using a ruler and black pen, draw a double border around the edges of the Blended Beans paper.

Step Five
Cut four Pasta Fagioli sprouts in half and adhere to layout in a straight line. Trim off the ends of the sprouts that come over the edge of the layout.

Step Six
Cut two Kraft Shipping Tags-Stock tags above the word ‘Make’. Adhere the top halves to the layout background 2” from the right edge and flush to the top. Adhere the bottom halves 2” from the right edge and flush to the bottom. Clip the strings on the top halves and tie into a bow.

Step Seven
Add three 3”x5” photos to the layout directly above the sprout border.

Step Eight
Adhere Corrugated Alpha title.

Step Nine
Embellish layout with Canvas Script star and Pasta Fagioli date/location sprout.

Step Ten
Add journaling on Kraft Shipping Tags.

For more great ideas and inspiration, please visit us at jillibean-soup.com